HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR

MARKETING CAMPAIGN

Influencer marketing has risen in popularity over recent years as one of the most effective ways to grow
brand awareness, favourability and, as a result, sales. Getting it right isn’t easy. The best campaigns benefit
both brand and influencer, creating a seamless link between them in the viewer’s mind. To make the most of
your next influencer marketing campaign, we’ve pulled together this essential guide.

Selecting the right

INFLUENCER AND AUDIENCE
When you are planning a new campaign, the most important decision you have to make will
concern your choice of influencer and their audience. An influencer with millions of followers on
various social media channels may seem like the best choice but unless he or she is a good match
for your brand, the results could be disappointing to say the least.

TARGET AUDIENCE AND
FOLLOWER PROFILES

BRAND IDENTITY AND
INFLUENCER PERSONALITY

OBJECTIVES AND
FOLLOWER BEHAVIOUR

Profiling an influencer’s
audience is never intuitive.
How many menswear brands
would love to use GQ’s best
dressed influencer? Yet Jim
Chapman has >70% female
audience. Move beyond face
value and check audience,
geography and watch time
data.

Would the influencer rep your
brand without being paid? Does
your product naturally fit into
their format? Authenticity is
key. Remember you can always
work with a smaller, more
relevant, influencer and
increase your campaign reach
with a distribution strategy.

One influencer’s audience will
behave differently to the next.
The social platform and the
content will have a huge
bearing on this. Assess these
factors in relation to your
campaign objectives.

THE 3 GOLDEN RULES
1. TAILOR CONTENT FOR SPECIFIC PLATFORMSt
YouTube videos should include a compelling hook, Instagram posts
should be modern, chic, and on point, while Facebook mentions
should be short and include visual media.
2. STRIKE THE CORRECT BALANCE
You know your brand, and the influencer knows their audience. Set
guidelines, but let the influencer do their thing.
3. USE INFLUENCERS AS BRANDS AMBASSADORS
The more content you can create with an influencer, the more
authentic it feels. The influencer will truly begin to understand the
brand and vice versa.

the 4 best performing

PLATFORMS

Instagram

YouTube

Snapchat

Facebook

Building a loyal
following with
images

Deeper connection
through long form
video content

Reaching teens in
the moment

Widespread sharing
of short form video
content

Reaching beyond your

INFLUENCER’S AUDIENCE
With a well-designed, well managed campaign, you can use the exposure your influencer
provides to market your brand to an even wider audience.

INFLUENCERS
FOLLOWING

REST OF
THE WEB

PROMOTE YOUR
INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN

SYNCHRONISE WITH
OTHER ACTIVITY

Distributing influencer content
allows your message to reach
beyond the influencer’s following
which benefits both the brand
and influencer.

Timing your influencer content
to release simultaneously with
other activity will significantly
boost brand recall.

TRACK AND MEASURE
Be sure to add tracking where
possible so you can fully assess
performance and develop key
learnings for the next
campaign.

SHOW ME THE MONEY!

11x

45%

54%

higher ROI from Influencer
marketing compared to
traditional forms of
advertising

would follow a brand after
reading an influencer's
sponsored post

would purchase a product
following an influencer
recommendation

The 5 do’s of

INFLUENCER MARKETING

Set realistic
targets!

Use audience
profiling!

Remember
authenticity!

Always be
creative!

View engagement
rates!
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